SUCCESS STORY

Repeat Signage showcases
Unicol’s new mounting solutions
at ISE 2015 on a freestanding
Rhobus 2x2 video wall
Unicol showcased their new
products at ISE 2015 in
Amsterdam, including their
Jazz touch table, Huddle
collaborative table and
freestanding Rhobus 2x2
video wall mounting solution.
The Unicol Rhobus 2x2 video
wall mount has supporting
arms for four display screens
and lockable space at the rear
for cable management with
room for a small signage player.

Using Repeat Signage 'Create Repeat Picture' control and selecting an Advert template, Unicol product images were
inserted into the template, which then allowed text to be placed over pictures, as shown above. Next, the Unicol logo
and contact details were inserted into the horizontal banner below the pictures and the whole advert saved as
Unicol-advert1.rpic
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SUCCESS STORY

Repeat Signage digital signage software, powered by an Edis mini PC, played
presentations promoting Unicol's new products onto four Samsung large format
displays supported by Unicol’s Rhobus 2x2 freestanding mounting solution.
Once a number of Repeat Picture adverts had been created
and saved, it was a simple matter to create a new presentation
and, using the Flash banner control, insert all the Repeat
Pictures (.rpic). The fade transition was chosen and timing set
to display a new advert every 10 seconds.
The Repeat Signage presentation was saved onto the Edis mini
PC which was connected, via HDMI cable, to the first display
screen. We connected a keyboard and mouse so we could
view the presentation playing on screen. As the four screens
were daisy chained together, the presentation played across
the whole of the video wall. The keyboard and mouse were
then disconnected and the Edis player safely locked inside
the rear of the Rhobus stand, leaving the presentation playing
continuously throughout the three day exhibition, showcasing
Unicol’s mounting solutions.

Repeat Signage digital signage software
Trial download www.repeatsoftware.com

Repeat Signage Standard edition digital signage software is
designed for a single display screen. You can download a
trial edition. View a 2 minute video to create and play
presentations.
Repeat Signage Professional edition is designed for
4-screen video walls and you can display the same or different
content across the video wall or on individual screens. Repeat
Signage licence is per PC playing presentations and is a oneoff fee unless you decide to upgrade. Both editions allow
scheduling and remote updating from anywhere in the world.
RepeatServer.com is a free service that allows you to create
and host RSS feeds online, free of charge. You can use
these for your websites, with desktop RSS readers or in
digital signage software. Our news feeds can support
Chinese, Japanese, Russian, Greek and other characters.
RepeatServer.com was designed with users of Repeat Signage
digital signage software in mind so that you can create, host
and maintain RSS feeds to be displayed on LCD monitors
in public areas. This online portal provides a way for Repeat
signage digital signage screens to be updated from anywhere
in the world.

Edis mini PC digital siignage player
www.edisav.com
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